EYFS Curriculum
Areas of learning include:
Communication, Language and
Literacy Interacting, responding,
developing communication skills
and strategies (building understanding of pictures and symbols),
and speech and language therapy
targets.
Cognition/Maths Exploring the
world around us, and what makes
it change (cause and effect), developing fine motor skills through
exploration, developing auditory
and visual skills, learning that
objects still exist when out of sight
(object permanence), developing
underspending of numbers,
space, shape and measure.
Understanding the World Belonging to my community both within,
the local community and around
the wider world, and using technology.
Personal, Social, Emotional Development Developing relationships with peers and adults, developing self-help skills, working
towards self-occupying activities,
working on occupational therapy
targets.
Physical Development Developing
physical strength through varied
positioning when playing, working
on physiotherapy targets
Expressive Arts and Design Exploring media and materials, music
and being imaginative.

Instagram
@greenmeadschool

Topic: Festivals

Assemblies are on a Friday at 2pm either via
TEAMS in school or via Instagram LIVE from home

Barbara, Charlotte, Rowenna
Emma, Hayley
Nurses: Rose and Adwoah

MERCURY CLASS
There are currently 8 children in your child's class. Two
children are part time.

CURRICULUM
MAP
MERCURY CLASS
Autumn 2 / 2020

Class teacher: Maria Orsulak
Early Years Practitioner: Zorica Quarcoopome (Q)
Support staff: Sarika, Kate, Marisha, Tamarah and Lauren

‘Every Achievement Counts’

Songs

In Personal, Social and Emotional
Development we will be


Learning that our own voice and actions
and have effect on others



Engaging other peers or familiar adults to
achieve a goal or share with others.

Five little snowman
Jingle bells

Building our understanding of emotions
through zones of regulation



Developing our knowledge and understanding of ‘yes’, ‘no’ to make our needs
and choices known

In Communication, Language and
Literacy we will be


Developing our listening and attention
skills in a variety of activities and lessons



Learning how to respond with consistency to a variety of sensory input
within interactions and play in adult led
sessions



Building our understanding of using
symbols & photos for communicating
and making choices



Working towards joining in with nursery
rhymes by vocalisation and body
movements



Showing our preference and enjoyment
to a story or song



Exploring a variety of books



Working on our SALT goals as we play



Noticing changes in objects, exploring
and taking objects in and out of containers and placing into boxes and containers



Observing cause and effect caused by
sand, water, glitters and/or toys



Developing our awareness of numbers,
shapes & colours through play, toys and
nursery rhymes.

Pat-a-cake
Books & stories



In Cognition we will be

Five little turkeys

Let’s Celebrate
Giraffes can’t dance
Tom’s magical afternoon—Sensory story

We will explore sensory
elements of various festivals including:
Fireworks, Diwali, Eid,
.
Hannukah, Christmas
and many more

In Understanding the World, we
will be …

All children's IEP targets are embedded
throughout play, within each play activity, where
accessible and appropriate.



Learning about own reflection and a
photo of ourselves and peers



Exploring tech toys and switches



Anticipating sounds and effects
when playing with switch toys and
our affect on the world.

In Physical Development we will be


Working on our physiotherapy and OT programmes and gross motor goals as we play



Using our bodies to explore a range of movements, exploring toys and equipment and engaging in indoor and outdoor physical activities.



Using our hands to play with toys and actively
engage in activities



Anticipating and learning to cooperate in routines such as toileting, eating and drinking

In Expressive Art and Design, we
will be


Singing and moving our bodies to music



Exploring various textures and colours



Creating sounds and music



Expressing self through physical actions and/or sounds

